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ABSTRACT

High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is the most up to dated
video coding standard which reduces the bit rate by almost 40%
with the same objective quality compared to H.264/AVC but at
about 40% extra encoding complexity overhead. The main rea-
son for HEVC complexity increase is inter prediction that ac-
counts for 60-70% of the whole encoding time. Especially for
surveillance video with huge amount of data, the reducing of
coding complexity is a very pressing work. So in this paper,
a novel fast method is proposed based on background model
to speed up the searching procedure of surveillance video cod-
ing. This paper analyzes the proportion of different block par-
titions and reference frames for multiple types blocks, and puts
the analysis results into practice by developing optimized mode
decision and reference frame selection schemes for the HEVC
encoder according to spatial-temporal corresponding CUs (cod-
ing units) or PUs (prediction units). Simulation results show that
the proposed algorithm can achieve more than 41% reduction of
coding time with comparable rate distortion (RD) performance.

Index Terms— HEVC, surveillance video coding, back-
ground modeling, reference frame selection, mode decision

I. INTRODUCTION

HEVC is currently being prepared as the newest video cod-
ing standard of the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group and the
ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group. And with the development
of the society and the improvement of living standards, surveillance
video coding has been much emphasized over the past years. Unlike
common test sequences, surveillance video is a typical video with
less active motion and less texture. Taking advantage of the spe-
cial characteristics of surveillance many kinds of technologies such
as object-based, background model based and nonparametric back-
ground generation in [1–3] are used for the surveillance video. That
can get great performance but high complexity, so an adaptive fast
algorithm is needed to reduce the complexity without negligible per-
formance loss.

Many fast coding algorithms are proposed to reduce the com-
plexity of the encoder. In [4]- [5] Shen proposed a fast multiframe
selection method to deduct unnecessary reference frame searches
and modes using the information of the neighboring blocks on com-
mon sequences. In [6] An Efficient Inter Prediction Mode Decision
Method is employed in ME (motion estimation), which has a limited
reducing computational complexity of the ME up to 51.76% instead
of the whole coding procedure while ME only accounts for less than
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70% in whole. A couple of other works has focused on speeding up
the mode decision through early termination mechanisms in [7–9],
but the techniques proposed in this paper are shown to outperform
them in the majority of the test cases. In this paper, three types in-
volve FCUs (foreground CUs), BCUs (background CUs) and MCUs
(mixed CUs) are classified, and then some prediction modes are di-
rectly removed and the reference frames will be reduced for different
types of CUs or PUs respectively. The proposed method can deduct
the unnecessary coding time with the almost similar coding perfor-
mance. Our novel fast arithmetic proposed work is implemented us-
ing Zhang’s background model method in [10] on HEVC platform.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, The comprehensive analysis and fast mode decision algorithm
based on the background model are presented. Overall are described
in Section III. Simulation results are presented in Section IV. Finally
Section V concludes the paper.

II. PROPOSED FAST ALGORITHM BASED ON
BACKGROUND MODELING

A. Background Generation

In Zhang’s method [10], the background frame is built using
a simple background modeling procedure and periodically updated
while encoding without object detection, tracking or segmentation.
It uses a non-parametric background modeling method based on
mean shift algorithm to generate a background frame which will
be encoded into bit stream and then is employed as the long-term
reference frame for prediction as depicted in Fig.1. This background
modeling method achieves more significant complexity reduction
and better coding performance compared to other object-oriented or
background-prediction based methods.

Fig. 1: The framework of background model



B. CU Classification

In the proposed algorithm, CUs are classified into three cate-
gories: FCUs, BCUs and MCUs according to the difference between
the original CU and the co-located CU in the reconstructed back-
ground modeling frame, which is generated and updated through the
method in [8] as depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: The different types of CUs

Before classifying a CU, the pixels in the CU are first decided to be
foreground or background pixels:
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where Px,y(C) is the type of the pixel, P c
x,y is the pixel of current

block, and P b
x,y is the collocated pixel in the background frame. PF

is the foreground pixel, and PB is the background pixel. Threshold
τ0 is set to 5 for current pixel, which may be optimal in our exper-
iments. The result of pixels classification with the τ0 = 5 which is
the most stable through experiments from 1 to 10 is shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3: (a) Original video of crossroad (cif) (b)Mask of result of subtrac-
tion of crossroad (cif), the black area is the background, the white area is the
foreground

After the classification of pixels, the category of the current coding
unit CU(C) will be obtained through calculating and comparing the
proportion of PF . The classification method is expressed as follows:
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where x and y are the horizontal and vertical location of every pixel
in the current CU. N is the width or height of the current CU. The
threshold θ = 1/16 is the empirically value which accords with the
background partitioning by human eyes the most.

However, the inter mode decision process in HEVC is per-
formed using all the possible prediction modes and reference frames
to find the one with the least RD cost. This achieves the highest cod-
ing efficiency but requires a very high computational complexity.

C. Adaptive Early Termination of CU Mode Decision

In HEVC [11], a picture is divided into multiple largest coding
units (LCUs). LCU can be further split into CUs, and their sizes can
vary from 64x64 to 8x8, determined by recursively splitting accord-
ing to the RD cost. The prediction unit (PU) is the basic block to
process inter prediction, which the size is set with the corresponding
CU size and then the partition mode is chosen. There are 8 partition
modes for inter PU as shown in Fig.4, and the second line is AMP
(asymmetric motion partition).

Fig. 4: 8 partition modes for inter PU

It is easy to understand that the large PU size is more suitable
for CU with homogeneous texture. Experimental results show that
small partition sizes like intra mode and AMP mode cover only a
small fraction of the possible mode decision schemes for BCU or
FCU inter coding. Table 1 tabulates the ratios of selection of INTRA
and AMP for different types of CU:

Table 1: Ratios of intra and AMP for both BCU and FCU

CIF Average accurate rate SD Average accurate rate
INTRA AMP INTRA AMP

bank 0.0107 0.0263 crossroad 0.0274 0.0262
campus 0.0090 0.0289 classover 0.0188 0.0264

overbridge 0.0201 0.0355 overbridge 0.0177 0.0247
snowroad 0.0079 0.0282 campus 0.0159 0.0280
average 0.0119 0.0297 average 0.0199 0.0263

Hence, the two modes should be removed for reducing the
computation load. What’s more, if the CU is FCU or BCU, CU
splitting is terminated because we can get the picture region from
the reference frame easily. The CU coding candidate modes set Ω
can be mathematically expressed as follow:

Ω =

{
Λ− {Mintra,MAMP , CUsplit}, CU(C) = BCUorFCU
Λ, CU(C) = MCU

(3)

where Λ denotes the set including all CU modes defined in HEVC
in the equation.

In general, through the mode maps of surveillance video, the
motion and texture characteristics are almost not in the background
area. So there is still room for reducing the complexity by using the
mode relations among the spatial-temporal CUs as shown in Fig.5
for BCU. If the temporally collocated CU in the nearest forward
frame and the neighboring CUs in this frame are all skip mode, only
skip mode and 2Nx2N mode can be used for the current BCU.

The validity of the prior method is verified by experimental re-
sults on a variety of video sequences in different resolutions in Table
2. The accurate ratio is over 96% on average which is high enough
to ensure the performance without loss. The QPs (quantization pa-
rameters) of every sequence are 27, 32, 38, and 45.



Fig. 5: Temporal-spatial correlations of CUs for BCU (left CU, above CU,
above left CU, above right CU, the collocated CU in the preciously frame)

Table 2: CU mode correlations among the contiguous CUs for BCU

CIF ratio SD ratio
bank 0.9780 bank 0.9618

campus 0.9674 classover 0.9913
snowroad 0.9736 campus 0.9674
average 0.9730 average 0.9735

D. Adaptive Reference Frame Selection

A picture can be coded through temporal predicting from mul-
tiple reference pictures which are organized in two reference picture
lists and the reference frames are ordered in advance in HEVC. The
reference index identifies which of the reference pictures in the list
should be used for creating the prediction signal in [12]. However,
each reference frame are of different importance in the list. It should
be noticed that the bitrate will increase with the enlargement of the
reference list. Although the maximum number of reference frame is
allowed in HEVC, in most cases the FCU and BCU will select only
very few reference frames. According to our experimental results,
the ratio of the usage of the BG frame which is used as the last ref-
erence frame for FPU (foreground partition unit) is 0.05 on average,
and the ratio of choosing the first reference frame and BG frame as
the optimal frame for BPU (background partition unit) is 0.87 on av-
erage. Thus, only the first reference frame and BG frame are selected
for BPU, and the other common reference frames in the list are cho-
sen rather than the BG frame for FPU. The reference selection can
be expressed as:

φ =

{
φB = {ref0, refbg}, BPU
φF = {ref0, ref1, · · · , refn}, FPU (4)

where refbg represents the background frame with the last reference
index and ref0, ref1, · · · , refn are the frames in the reference list
without refbg .

The proportion of FCU is much less in the surveillance video
coding, thus the complexity can be reduced efficiently. Moreover,
images tend to have a large successively area of background, so
the correlation among adjacent CUs is high under most conditions.
The neighboring PUs’ modes are used to determine the current PU’s
mode if the PU is BPU. If all of the neighboring PUs, including the
left PU, the above PU, the above left PU, the above right PU and
the left bottom PU, have the same reference frame index, the refer-
ence list only includes the reference frame for the current PU. The
spatial relationship of the current PU and it’s neighboring PUs are
illustrated in Fig 6.

Table 3 demonstrates the ratio of the reference frames being
identical for both current PU and all its neighboring PUs. It can

Fig. 6: Spatial correlations of PUs for BPU (LA: left above PU, A: above
PU, RA: right above PU, L: left PU, LB: left bottom PU)

be seen that the ratio is over 85% on average. We get the average
statistical data of each sequence with the QPs are 27, 32, 38, and 45.

Table 3: Reference frame correlations among the neighboring PUs

CIF ratio SD ratio
campus 0.8625 classover 0.8001

snowgate 0.9033 overbridge 0.8635
snowroad 0.8507 campus 0.8428
average 0.8722 average 0.8355

III. OVERALL ALGORITHM

The proposed fast algorithm is enabled after the background
frame is generated and reconstructed as a reference frame. The
framework is depicted in Fig.7 and the detailed overall algorithm
of a CU is described as follows:

1) Performing the procedure of the Eq.1 and Eq.2.

2) If the current CU is BCU and the modes of all the corresponding
CU as shown in Fig.6 are skip mode, only skip mode and 2Nx2N
mode can be used; then performing the procedure of the Eq.3.

3) If it is BPU and the reference frames of all the neighboring PUs as
shown in Fig.7 is the same, only this reference frame is selected;
then preforming the procedure of Eq.4.

4) Performing the remaining inter and intra prediction procedure
and get the minimal RD cost.

5) Determining the best prediction mode according to the minimal
RD cost.

Fig. 7: Coding framework of our proposed method



IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, the
proposed algorithm is implemented on HEVC reference software
HM12.0. The anchor is Zhang’s background model without the pro-
posed fast algorithm. The tested sequences are surveillance videos
including bank, campus, snowgate, snowroad in cif format and
bank, campus, classover, overbridge in sd format.Here, for the mod-
eling background frame, the generation period is 120 fames and the
updating modeling time is 600 frames. The QP of background frame
is 10 and the set of QPs are 22, 27, 32, and 37. The experimental
results are demonstrated in Table 4.

Table 4: BD-rate and time reduction compared with anchor

Sequence BD-rate Time
savingY U V

CIF

bank 0.5% -0.4% -3.0% 22.87%
campus 1.5% -0.9% -0.1% 47.82%

snowgate 0.6% -1.9% -4.9% 49.70%
snowroad 0.7% -2.7% -1.1% 37.44%

SD

bank 1.3% -0.6% -1.5% 41.66%
campus 1.0% -0.6% -1.2% 44.97%

classover 2.6% -0.5% -1.4% 52.59%
overbridge 1.5% -0.5% -1.3% 38.16%

Average 1.2% -1.0% -1.8% 41.91%

Table 4 tabulates that the proposed fast mode decision method
can achieve almost 42% time saving on average under low delay
P configuration, which the time savings is defined as equation 5.
On the other hand, the loss of the proposed for all test sequences
is no more than 1.2% loss in luma but increasing performance on
chroma 1.0% and 1.8% respectively, which indicates that the pro-
posed method get good results for most surveillance videos. This
method can also be used in other platform with a long-term refer-
ence frame.

∆T = (TAnchor − TProposed)/TAnchor (5)

Moreover, we give a comparison of coding complexity results of
original background modeling method and the proposed fast method.
Two sequences of QP 22 in different resolutions are chosen visual-
ized in Fig.8, the proposed shows much complexity reducing against
anchor.

Fig. 8: Coding complexity comparison of original background modeling
method and the proposed fast method

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper focuses on a novel background model based fast
mode decision schemes for surveillance in HEVC. In the pro-

posed algorithm, variable-sized CUs are classified into three kinds:
FCUs,BCUs and MCUs, then the rarely used prediction modes and
reference frames are removed for different CUs and PUs adaptively
using both the characteristics of the surveillance video and the in-
formation of the corresponding CUs or PUs in spatial-temporal
direction. Experimental results show that the proposed method can
achieve significant coding time saving while still maintaining almost
the same coding performance.
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